
SELF WEEDING INKJET TRANSFER PAPER

products carriagehouseautoresto.com offers self weeding inkjet transfer paper products. About 76% of these are
Transfer Paper. A wide variety of self weeding inkjet.

This paper works great on items including: t-shirts, handbags, mouse pads, coasters, leather articles, art papers,
etc. Designed for commercial use and shipped empty, the user is allowed to select the preferred ink brand and
type. Please double check prior to purchasing. Much like the original Image Clip paper, Image Clip Koncert
T's paper allow customers to create colorful, custom designs on items that are dark or have bright colors. Low
start up costs Great compatibility with the majority of inkjet printers Laser heat transfer papers are
revolutionary due to their self-weeding no cutting capabilities and with white toner printers in the market, the
options are limitless. Creative transfers, Inc. Papers for light fabrics are especially easy: just print, press on
your shirt and peel away the backing, revealing your image on the garment. Durability and color are
comparable to inkjet papers, with some papers excelling in quality! Photographs or light gradients will not
transfer well. However, Image Clip Koncert T's paper satisfies the needs of consumers who want to promote
concert or sports schedules on dark t-shirts, or even print a treasured family recipe on an apron without the
wear and tear found with vinyl. The downside of laser self-weeding papers is limitation in color if printing
with regular CMYK printer. Self-weeding papers give you the option to design with as much detail as you'd
like without having to worry about cutting or weeding the design. We carry a full line of commercial
wholesale heat transfer papers for use with decorating t-shirts, totebags, mousepads, coasters, mugs, license
plates, clocks, and most anything you can imagine. Create quality long lasting durable goods with the latest
technology in heat transfer papers. Our bulk ink systems feature patented constant pressure technology, our
desktop bulk ink delivery systems are the most reliable and easy to use units on the market. If using a regular
CMYK printer which most of the printers on the market are , you are limited to only bright, bold designs.
Papers for dark fabrics are similar with an added extra step of transferring adhesive to your image prior to
pressing onto garments. These limitations are no longer the case if you are printing with a white toner printer.
Designed for the heat transfer of a white image to pastel, dark and bright colored items, there is no need to
trim the paper around the image. For best results, choose fabrics that have a tight weave. Some heat transfer
papers come pre-coated with an adhesive which may soften and jam in the printer.


